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Brethren,
September was a busy month getting back into the swing of things. We had 4
Installations which were well attended. I congratulate the new Worshipful

Masters of our District. I have been asking these fine gentlemen what their
plans are for their year and they have all responded by stating they want to
grow their Lodges and increase the level of The Work. What a great way to
start a year, as this is my focus. I have recommitted to them the resources
and support of our District and through us the resources of our Grand Lodge.
I will continue on this path throughout the year and I trust all of you will
support these initiatives.
We also had 2 receptions for our Grand Lodge officers. The 1st was for V. W.
Bro. Gordon McHallam. Once again Gord congratulations on your appointment.
It was a pleasure to attend your reception and I look forward to travelling
with you this year.
The other reception was for me. What a night. I had the pleasure and honour
of being brought into my Mother Lodge and welcomed by everyone. Standing in
the East and seeing so many Brethren it was a truly humbling experience. To
the Markham Union brethren who organized this event my many thanks. After
Lodge was closed our non-masonic visitors were brought in. Being able to see
my family and friends there to celebrate with me was fantastic. The only
downside to the evening was that one of my mentors, V. W. Bro. Jim Crawford
could not be there in person due to his health. However they arranged to
contact him by phone and to hear his voice as he (through a proxy) presented
me with my undress Regalia. Thank You for everything Jim!
We also had our fall District business meeting which was well attended.
There I outlined my plans for this year which was received wholeheartedly by
the Brethren present. Thank you for your support. One item which I must
bring to everyone's attention is that I wish to create a Friend to Friend
video for the District this year. We are looking for volunteers. Anyone with
camera and editing experience would be great as well as anyone who has a
desire to be included. Please contact the District Secretary if you wish to
help out with this.
On Monday September 25th we had the pleasure of attending the unveiling of
M. W. Bro. Donald A. Campbell's portrait. It was a wonderful night for
everyone and I would like to express Toronto East District's pride in having
M. W. Bro. Campbell as a member.
October is shaping up to be another busy month. We have 6 Installations, 4
receptions and 1 Official Visit (Doric). The Official Visit at Doric will be
my first so let's start the year off by showing up in numbers.
I would be remiss not to mention the upcoming 300th Anniversary Celebrations
being hosted by the Toronto and York Districts. This is shaping up to be a
wonderful event and details can be found on our District website as well as
our District Facebook page. I have some tickets to sell so if you want to
attend either the Saturday November 25th Gala ($100 each) and/or the Sunday
November 26th presentation ($70 each) please contact me via email. Tickets
are going fast.
As I close off this message to you I would like to remind each of you that
we are a Fraternity which is defined as:
1) a group of people sharing a common profession or interests
2) the state or feeling of friendship and mutual support within a group
Doesn't that just sum up what we are all about? The next time you are out
take a really hard look around the Lodge room and banquet hall and feel
proud of what we accomplish each time we meet. But also take note of a
Brother by himself or one who you really don't know and go and talk to him.
It's is nice to have your circle of Brothers who you chat with each time you

meet but why not expand that circle?
Debi and I would like to wish you all a very Happy Thanksgiving and may the
Great Architect of the Universe continue to watch over you and yours.
Fraternally,
R. W. Bro. Ross E. McOuat
District Deputy Grand Master - Toronto East District
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...Now here's a Lodge in

Grand Masonic Temple,
West Benson Street, Monrovia,
Liberia

Around and About
(News & Notices)

West Hill Lodge Annual Ladies Night
Saturday, November 4th
Social at 6:30, Dinner at 7:30, $65 per person
The School of Fine Dining (4121 14th Avenue)
Earle Goodwin: egoodwin@rogers.com

This Month in History

October 2, 1968 - California's Redwood National Park was established. Redwoods are the tallest of all
trees, growing up to 400 feet (120 meters) during a lifetime that can span 2,000 years.
October 4, 1582 - The Gregorian Calendar took effect in Catholic countries as Pope Gregory XIII issued a
decree stating the day following Thursday, October 4, 1582, would be Friday, October 15, 1582, correcting
a 10-day error accumulated by the Julian Calendar. Britain and the American colonies adopted the
Gregorian Calendar in 1752.
Birthday - "Father of the Space Age" Robert Goddard (1882-1945) was born in Worcester,
Massachusetts. During his lifetime he was ridiculed by the public and the press over his idea of
constructing a space flight machine. In 1926, he launched the world's first liquid-fueled rocket on a farm
near Auburn, Mass. In 1935, his liquid-fueled rocket surpassed the speed of sound. Other developments
included a steering apparatus for rocket machines, staged rockets to reach high altitudes, rocket fuel
pumps, and a self-cooling rocket motor.

Please take the time to log in and review the new Grand Lodge website.
www.grandlodge.on.ca

Nature & Science

Canadians soon might not recognize the animals on our pocket change.
A new report from the conservation nonprofit World Wildlife Fund Canada (WWF-Canada) shows that
nearly half of the country's monitored vertebrate wildlife populations are in decline. (Invertebrate creatures
are far less well-studied.) The populations that are declining, including woodland caribou, lake whitefish,
and swift fox, dropped 83 percent on average since 1970.

So why does this matter?
“Having diversity is not just an aesthetic thing,” said Emmett Duffy, lead author and marine ecologist at the
Smithsonian Environmental Research Center in Edgewater, Md. “It’s really important for having
ecosystems that work well—that are productive, that can recycle nutrients, absorb wastes and protect
shorelines.”

In every type of ecosystem the team analyzed, biodiversity went hand-in-hand with more flourishing
ecosystems. More diverse systems had higher biomass, and the effect was stronger in natural studies
than has been predicted from controlled experiments. This connection held true even after the team
controlled for other environmental factors, like temperature and nutrients. In nature, biodiversity topped
climate as the most powerful predictor of biomass production in roughly half the studies, and it topped
nutrients in two-thirds of them.
“We now have strong evidence from models, controlled experiments, and studies of natural systems—all
of which agree that ecosystems with a greater variety of life are more productive than those with less
biological diversity,” said Casey Godwin, a co-author and ecologist at the University of Michigan.
“Therefore, if we want to maintain the productivity and functioning of Earth’s ecosystems, conserving their
biodiversity is critically important.”
The Genetic Science Learning Centre at University of Utah states populations or species with low genetic
diversity at many genes are at risk. When diversity is very low, all the individuals are nearly identical. If a
new environmental pressure, such as a disease, comes along, all of the individuals within the population
may get the disease and die. But in a population with high genetic diversity, chances are better that some
individuals will have a genetic makeup that allows them to survive. These individuals will reproduce, and
the population will survive.
The genetic diversity of a species is always changing. No matter how many variants of a gene are present
in a population today, only the variants that survive in the next generation can contribute to species
diversity in the future. Once gene variants are lost, they cannot be recovered.

Crop failure fears
Co-author Luigi Guarino, of the Global Crop Diversity Trust, added: "Another danger of a more
homogeneous global food basket is that it makes agriculture more vulnerable to major threats like
drought, insect pests and diseases, which are likely to become worse in many parts of the world as a
result of climate change."As the global population rises and the pressure increases on our global food
system, so does our dependence on the global crops and production system that feeds us.
"The price of failure of any of these crops will become very high," he warned.
The European Parliament adopted a resolution that called on EU nations to adopt measures to preserve
crops' biological and genetic diversity so that plant breeders provide adaptable varieties able to cope with
projected climatic changes and the need to increase yields.
MEPs said they were concerned that the global plant breeding market was currently "dominated by just a
few large multinational undertakings which invest only in a limited number of varieties".
They added that estimates from the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) suggested that "the
diversity of cultivated crops declined by 75% during the 20th Century and a third of today's diversity could
disappear by 2050".
Another study published in February warned there was a risk that the severity of some wheat disease
epidemics may increase in coming decades as a result of the impacts of climate change.

Prince Charles has warned that the world's ecosystems face collapse because of a dangerous overreliance on industrial farming systems that work against nature rather than with it.
Prince Charles cited a "remarkable" report published by the World Bank and the Food and Agriculture
Organisation of the United Nations in 2008 called The international assessment of agricultural knowledge,

science and technology for development. Its conclusions, accepted by the UK government and 57 other
countries, said the world had to change its farming techniques or face "social and economic collapse", he
said. It encouraged low-impact and organic farming, and farms which were much less reliant on fossil
fuels. It stated: "Business as usual is no longer an option."

Leadership Development

If Social Animals can learn from us, Can we learn from them?
Psychologists at Sussex University, who last year compiled a dictionary of the facial expressions that
might indicate emotions in a horse, report that they have just turned the experiment on its head: they have
explored the equine capacity to read a human face.
And man’s favourite neigh-sayer can not only tell whether a human might be in a bad mood, it can do so
from a photograph. “What’s really interesting about this research is that it shows horses have the ability to
read emotions across the species barrier. We have known for a long time that horses are a socially
sophisticated species but this is the first time we have seen that they can distinguish between positive and
negative human facial expressions,” said Amy Smith, a doctoral student in the university’s mammal vocal
communication and cognition research group

The Myth Of Dominance
Leadership 'can be expressed either by the taking of initiative by one animal with the others following, or
by the active driving or herding of the group by a stallion.
Social Structure
By nature the horse (or human) is a herd animal and this strong pull in his character invariably prompts
him to join a group where a hierarchy, or pecking order, exists. This hierarchy fulfils the essential needs for
protection of each individual horse (or human), giving the herd its order, strength, and leadership.
A herd of wild horses consists of one or two stallions, a group of mares, and their foals. The leader of the
herd is usually an older mare (the “alpha mare”), even though one stallion owns the herd. She maintains
her dominant role even though she may be physically weaker than the others. The older mare has had
more experiences, more close encounters, and survived more threats then any other horse in the herd.
The requirement of the lead horse is not strength or size; if this were so, then humans could never
dominate a horse. Dominance is established not only through aggression but also through attitudes that
let the other horses know she expects to be obeyed.
What is "Pecking Order"?
All animals that live in groups a "pecking order". Pecking order is the order of dominance. The pecking
order starts with the most dominant animal that is the leader. The order continues down to the last animal
who is the most submissive. The most submissive animal is dominated by all the others.

What is "Dominance"?
Dominance has very little to do with strength. Dominance is all about wisdom. The wisest or oldest horse
will be dominant, even if she is not the strongest.
Being dominant does not mean that you physically abuse, hurt, or mistreat the horse. Your parents are
dominant to you, but they are gentle - they don't physically beat you to make you submissive to them.
(However, there are a few unfortunate circumstances where parents have beaten their children only to find
that along with submissiveness they have created fear, confusion, and mistrust).
To become dominant or "Alpha", you need to create submissiveness in the horse by making him feel
dependent upon you. You cannot beat him to submissiveness, because you will teach him to also fear you
and not trust you, along with confusing him.
The herd leader (the old mare) dominates all others with her experience, wisdom and guidance. They
respect her and feel dependent upon her. Her wisdom may mean the difference between survival and
death. She has proven to them that they can trust her in her decisions. These decisions include when and
where to run in emergencies and which way they should travel to find food and water.

Nullius in verba

"Together with a culture of work,
there must be a culture of leisure
as gratification. To put it another
way: people who work must take
the time to relax, to be with their
families, to enjoy themselves,
read, listen to music, play a
sport."
-Pope Francis
Ceremony of the third degree.

This is a literary version of a speech given by Bro. Michael Doucette at Cedar Lodge #270, in Oshawa,
Ontario, on November 22, 2016.

In the third degree we participate in a ceremony where we figuratively die, are raised/resurrected and
ascend. We die at the hands of three jealous workmen as a consequence of our honour and fidelity, in the
face of verbal and physical violence, we are raised with the help of our brothers in Lodge and ascend
when we are brought to that bright and shining star in the East. This ritual is not original to Freemasonry,
many cultures and mystery schools have used similar rituals and/or narratives to convey important
lessons and are a part of their initiation rites.
The Egyptian’s priestly school, whose traditions seemed to have influenced many mystery schools that
followed, used the myth of Osiris, Isis and Horus in a ceremony that was used to initiate Pharaohs into
their kingly stations. The Pharaoh was made to represent Osiris as he was tricked, murdered and usurped
by his brother Set. The Pharaoh was then made to represent Horus who was conceived posthumously by
Osiris through Isis, his wife. The Pharaoh symbolically took back the throne and became the earthly
embodiment of Horus. When this Pharaoh finally came to his physical death, he again represented Osiris
as he ascended to the heavens and took his place as the star Sirius, as the new Pharaoh would
participate in the other initiatory ceremony and take his place as the new Pharaoh.
The Dionysians, who were a Greek mystery school, used the myth of Dionysus, the Greek God of the
vine, grape harvest, winemaking, wine, ritual madness, religious ecstasy and theatre, as part of their
initiatory rituals. Dionysus was the product of the union of Zeus and, in one version, Semele (a mortal
woman) and in the other, Persephone the queen of the underworld. In both versions of the myth, Hera
(Zeus’s wife) became jealous and arranged the death of Dionysus, by having the Titans dismember him.
Zeus then raised the child Dionysus by protecting Dionysus’s heart inside of his thigh, which was

represented in the ceremony by tying a heart to the thigh of the initiate, then finally giving birth to Dionysus
on the island of Ikaria, leading to the belief that Dionysian initiates where born of two mothers, or twice
born. Dionysus finally ascended when he became a God of Olympus.
Equally, many cultures have used death by trial, a violent death, or obstacles in the after-life, to teach
lessons. Returning to the Egyptians, it was believed that a newly dead person would stand in the court of
Osiris and have his heart weighed against a feather to determine whether their heart was heavy with guilt.
If the heart was found to be lighter then the feather they would be allowed to continue on to their after-life,
if not they would be eaten by a crocodile type of creature. The Egyptians also designed a book containing
spells and passwords that could be used to guide a spirit through and assist them in the afterlife.
In the Jewish Kabbalistic culture it is believed that a newly dead soul would be made to climb a winding
staircase on his way to a reunion with God. As they ascend this staircase they are confronted by various
angels and demons who test the newly dead soul, demanding passwords from them and would either
allow them to pass or bar them from continuing. Similiarly, in the Tibetan tradition, a group of shaman
would attend the house of a newly dead person and sing chants designed to guide a soul through the
trials of the afterlife.
The myth of Adonis’s death, a God of ancient origin, was used by many mystery religions to teach
lessons. Adonis was considered a beautiful and youthful God and was the object of jealousy by many
other Gods. Adonis was killed by a wild boar, sent by three of those jealous Gods. His body was rescued
by Aphrodite and now rises every spring as the Adonis flower.
Finally, there is the story of Christ, which is still celebrated by many Christian sects. Jesus was set upon
by the Jewish high priests because of his piety and fidelity, put on trial by a Roman governor, tortured and
crucified until dead, arose/resurrected after three days and ascended to Heaven.
As with the other degrees in Freemasonry, there are many lessons to be learned from the third degree.
What lessons a mason learns from the sublime degree is entirely individual, based on his past
experiences; however, it would seem that these lessons have been of importance to many cultures over
time and the theme is something that all beings share.

Bro. Michael Doucette
Member of the Grand Lodge Education and Reflections Committee
Junior Deacon
Cedar Lodge #270 GRC
Ontario District
Oshawa, Ontario

Dr. Yosef Ben Jochannan Ancient Egyptian
Freemasonry
Lecture Link courtesy of archive.org

... by the Lighthouse Beam

Destroying cultural heritage: more than just material damage
By Stephen Stenning

Only a few weeks ago, the UK government vouched to ratify the 1954 Hague Convention for the
Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict. Meanwhile, the British Council's Stephen
Stenning provides some answers about why we should care about preserving the world's cultural heritage.
What is cultural heritage?
The word ‘culture’ is sometimes used to refer to the highest intellectual endeavours and the pursuit of
perfection and beauty. As the poet and critic Matthew Arnold put it, culture is 'the best that has been
thought and known in the world'. We now more commonly think of culture as being about beliefs, customs,
language and arts of a particular society, group, place, or time and the symbols and expression of shared
values, traditions and customs.
Cultural heritage is typically understood to be built heritage, monuments related to culture such as
museums, religious buildings, ancient structures and sites. However, we should also include the slightly
less material things, i.e., stories, poems, plays, recipes, customs, fashions, designs, music, songs and
ceremonies of a place, as cultural heritage. These are vital expressions of a culture and just as important.
Why should we protect cultural heritage?
Societies have long sought to protect and preserve their cultural heritage, for reasons ranging from
education to historical research to the desire to reinforce a sense of identity. In times of war and conflict,
cultural identity and cultural heritage become all the more important. Buildings, monuments and symbols
of culture that speak of shared roots acquire an increased significance. Accordingly, they can become
targets of violent and oppressive action that seeks to destroy the symbols valued by enemies or the
iconography associated with alternative faiths and traditions.
What are the main recent examples of this type of destruction?
Two examples immediately spring to mind. The first is Palmyra, the world heritage site and ancient city in
the Syrian desert, which has this year fallen into the hands of ‘Daesh’/ ‘Islamic State’ (henceforth: ISIL).
The other is the Taliban’s destruction of the Buddhas of Bamiyan in Afghanistan in 2001.
To date, ISIL seem to be using the site of Palmyra as a shield, knowing that others will not want to risk
damaging it, but they have blown up a number of tombs on or near the site.
The Buddhas of Bamiyan were the world’s two largest Buddhas, standing well over 150 feet high. The
Taliban used tank and anti-aircraft fire to destroy the 1,700-year-old sandstone structures. Additionally,
and in response to an edict from the then Taliban leader Mullah Mohammed Omar, holes were drilled into

the torsos and dynamite inserted in order to complete the destruction. His foreign minister, Mullah Wakil,
was quoted as saying: 'We do admit the relics were the cultural heritage of Afghanistan, but the part that
contradicts our beliefs we would not like to have them anymore [sic].'
In the last few months, we've seen footage of ISIL fighters taking sledgehammers to 3,000-year-old
statues in Mosul museum and using explosives to destroy the ancient city of Nimrud in Iraq. Beyond that,
and the damage done as a result of conflict to other heritage sites such as the Ziggurat of Ur (also in Iraq),
the threat to cultural heritage continues.
Pillaging as a result of the conflict has prompted the World Monuments Fund to list Iraq itself as an
‘endangered site’. It is the first time it has ever listed a whole country. Of 15,000 artefacts looted from the
National Museum in Iraq, only around 3,500 have been recovered, resulting in a growing trade of stolen
treasures. As with Iraq and Syria, Libya has a wealth of archaeological and heritage sites suffering
accidental and deliberate damage, and similarly, looting has meant that the trade in stolen artefacts is just
as serious a problem in North Africa.
Which historic sites have been destroyed for good? Have any been rebuilt or are they lost forever?
One starting point might be the seven wonders of the ancient world and how many remain. I live close to
the only one that remains reasonably intact, the Great Pyramid of Giza. I don’t have technical expertise in
preservation, but I know that rebuilding is not a straightforward issue. For example, experts have created
scale models of what the Mausoleum at Helicarnassus might have looked like on completion around 350
BC. However, no-one is suggesting we rebuild from the ruins that are a heritage site in Turkey today. To
do so would be regarded as a desecration. When there is minor damage to an ancient structure, there are
attempts to sensitively restore it, but in the case of destruction, all you can really do is create a replica
and, either actually or virtually, offer a sense of what has come before. For example, it is possible that, in
the future, new giant Buddhas may be built again on the site in Bamiyan, but the structures that stood
there for 1,700 years observed by passing generations and civilisations have been destroyed.
What could we put at a country's disposal now to protect cultural sites or even secure them?
There is a great deal of expertise in the UK when it comes to preserving both tangible and intangible
heritage. The British Council is able to share that expertise because it's physically present in several
countries, understands the local context, and is able to identify and work with the local infrastructure.
We work regularly with the national museums, but also broker direct partnerships between them and
institutions in cities across the UK. The British Museum, for example, has been very active in Iraq over the
last ten years, helping to preserve Iraqi cultural heritage, regularly sending survey teams to report and
monitor sites and collections and, in 2009, carrying out a full inspection of Babylon on behalf of UNESCO.
There is, in the Middle East and in North Africa, a very clear need for better and more thorough recording
and archiving of all aspects of cultural heritage. We are regularly asked to support programmes that seek
to create archives of films, literature, music and performance, as well as for antiquities and artefacts. To
date, we have been able to support one-off projects, whereas there is a need for sustained and coordinated action. Digitisation of records is also very important for the protection and preservation of
collections, and again, we are in a position to bring in and share expertise from other UK institutions.
The potential of new media goes beyond better and more accessible archives. Scottish Ten, for example,
is a project that set out, in 2009, to digitally document Scotland’s five world heritage sites along with five
international sites to better conserve and manage them. The project has already scanned monuments in
Japan, India and a world heritage site in China. Such technology and expertise could be used in
vulnerable locations to digitally document and then produce virtual recreations.
Training staff in managing museums and sites is also a vital part of cultural protection, as is developing
their skills and preservation techniques, and constructing sophisticated systems in response to threat.
A further area of enormous importance to heritage protection is the connection between heritage venues
and sites on the one hand and the general public on the other. If collections and the institutions that house
them are valued and seen as social, cultural and economic assets, it is easier to garner support for their
protection.
What are the effects of cultural destruction?
It is a difficult thing to describe, so I will use a couple of bizarrely different examples to try and provide a
short answer.
Hollywood movies that seek to terrify their audiences with apocalyptic scenarios tend to use the
destruction of iconic buildings and structures as their climactic image. In one example, the audience
knows that New York has turned into a wasteland, not because it sees a wasteland, but because only the
torch held aloft by the statue of liberty is visibly poking through the sands that now submerge the city; the
Golden Gate Bridge is torn apart by a tidal wave; the statue of Admiral Nelson lies in pieces at the foot of
a crumbling column, and so on. Why can those images be so much more effective and horrifying than

images of human beings dying? It is because they speak of the destruction of an entire city, a society, a
nation, a civilisation, and a way of life. The destruction represents not just the destruction of those
immediately living alongside these monuments, but of entire generations.
At the Syria: Third Space exhibition earlier this year, you could see Zaher Omareen's disturbing footage,
including from news reels, of death and destruction in and around Syria. He had created beautiful and
sometimes harrowing films by putting poems, stories and music behind them. One piece showed the
destruction of a mosque to an operatic score. I was told about the effect it had had on a Syrian who knew
the building well. She was a Christian and had never been inside the mosque, but it was the symbol of the
area she grew up in. It was devastating to her for much the same reason as the movie example. It wasn't
about the building alone, but its destruction was representative of all that was gone forever.
What motivates extremists to destroy cultural sites?
There is a form of extremism that sees the very existence of sites that are celebrating other people’s faiths
or cultures as a challenge, as the above quotation by Mullah Wakil about the Buddhas of Bamiyan
indicates.
People in Europe sometimes think they are very far removed from those attitudes, but they wouldn't have
to look too hard to find equivalents close to home, and not too long ago. As a child, I was regularly taken
to churches and cathedrals in France and noticed that most of the statues adorning them were headless.
Revolutionaries were perhaps not destroying them as a religious statement as much as a political one, but
it was wanton destruction. In the UK, you don’t have to go back to the reformation to find examples of
churches, monasteries and symbols of faith being destroyed for sectarian reasons.
There are also many other relatively recent examples of the deliberate destruction of another’s culture. In
1942, Nazi Germany had ordered the Baedeker Blitz, air raids on cultural sites in the UK in response to
the destruction of Lübeck's old town in the same year.
There is probably a number of similarities between the attitudes of the Third Reich and ISIL when it comes
to cultural diversity. I am not sure that I recognise the notion that ISIL make themselves look even 'more
ridiculous' by these actions, as is sometimes said. They inspire horror and fear, and I guess that is part of
the point. It is ruthless in its mission to present its way as an uncomplicated, non-compromised and pure
form of Islam. Its adherents wish to remove not only symbols of other faiths, but also anything valued by
those who follow Islam in a different way. References to pre-Islamic history that could distract the faithful
are therefore anathema.
What's the international response to this? What more could be done?
When it comes to the immediate fears for the amazing world heritage sites in the Middle East that are
already caught up in the battles, it is difficult to see what can be done until the military action ends. There
is an online campaign to ‘Save Palmyra’ that boasts an astonishing alliance of peoples from different
countries, faiths and political allegiances. It includes supporters of most of the factions currently fighting in
Iraq and Syria. There is a need for a united and co-ordinated international response to support and
strengthen local initiatives.
Signing up to the Hague Convention and committing to more robust action on cultural protection, as the
UK government is now set to do, is important as a way of strengthening the international coalition and
even opening the possibility of rapid response to impending threats.
With sites at risk, there is much more that can be done, for example through the virtual mapping of sites,
so that they are preserved digitally, as well as working on the relationship between populations and their
cultural heritage.
We need to give equal weight to preserving the intangible heritage. This is not least because there is often
much more that can be done in that area, even while the conflict is raging. We have a partnership to that
effect with Action For Hope, an organisation that works with Syrian refugees in Jordan. Initially a project
that provided comfort to refugee families by helping them cook familiar, evocative and culturally important
dishes, it has now expanded and become an important part of building resilience among them. Archives of
photos, film footage, stories, poems and oral histories help those who normally see themselves as victims
maintain their cultural identity and pride.
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NOTICE: Hiram’s Lighthouse is currently looking to expand its Editorial Board, should you or someone

you know be a good candidate, please contacts the editor at hiramslighthouse@gmail.com with a brief
bio.
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Why Elephants Are As Ritualistic and Violent As the Mafia
By Simon Worrall, National Geographic
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